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Abstract
Over the last few years, argumentation has been gaining increasing importance in multi-agent systems research.
LMA is a Logic of Multiple-valued Argumentation built on
top of EALP (Extended Annotated Logic Programming).
Araucaria is a software tool for analyzing and diagramming
arguments written in natural language. We integrate these
two systems involved in argumentation to an easy to use and
more user-friendly argumentation system, in which natural
arguments can be transformed into formal arguments, in order to lighten users’ knowledge burden forced by formal argumentation frameworks, and attain extensive usability of
formal argumentation systems. We illustrate the transformation process by translating natural arguments in English
to formal arguments in EALP step-by-step, and then how
the status of those formal arguments can be determined in
LMA, resulting in the status determination of original natural arguments.

1. Introduction
We argue all the time individually and socially in every
situation such as in daily, scientific, commercial or political fields. Argumentation is by nature a logic of reasoning under uncertain or changing information environment.
Over the last few years, argumentation has been gaining increasing importance in multi-agent systems research, which
is about to give a great influence not only on a new style
of software development but also on a future figure of our
computer-networked society. In the future, we could expect that computerized agents could help or replace humans
 The author is now a Visiting Professor of Graduate School of Science
and Technology, Niigata University.
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in the fields of public policy-making, e-pedagogy, various
types of conferences, even the Diet/Parliament as an advanced function of e-democracy or e-government. Prior to,
or towards such a dream, we have to prepare a lot of things,
of course. Among other things, many efforts have already
been devoted to computer-supported argument visualization
(CSAV) [3].
So far, many argumentation frameworks have been proposed from various perspectives and purposes [1][5]. However, the underlying knowledge representation language and
argumentation formalism are so formal and restrictive that
it lays a heavy burden of formal knowledge representation
on users. It goes without saying that natural language and
natural argument are far preferable in place of formal ones.
Araucaria is a software tool for analyzing and diagramming arguments written in natural language (English) [6].
This is a human-oriented system for those purposes and
hence is not intended to be an automated argument system
for agents. It, instead, has many unique features for analyzing and diagramming natural and informal arguments in the
real world. It has been developed aiming at being used:
in preparing teaching materials in critical thinking, informal logic and argumentation theory
in the classroom, either for instructor or student use
for preparing online resources
for working with argumentation schemes
in designing examples for academic work
in exchanging examples and problems in a common,
open format (AML)
for the use and sharing of material between individuals
and sites

for building and accessing a large, online repository of
argumentation (AraucariaDB).
LMA is a Logic of Multiple-valued Argumentation built
on top of EALP (Extended Annotated Logic Programming).
It is a very formal argumentation framework developed
by us [9]. LMA takes into account two kinds of intrinsic uncertainty: (1) agents can not have a perfect knowledge/belief base for the universe of discourse in resolving goals and making decisions, and (2) propositions in a
knowledge/belief base can hold only partial or vague information. EALP and LMA have been devised to satisfy
these two aspects of uncertainty recognition simultaneously,
and differently from other approaches to argumentation theory and practice [1][5]. It is also a very general logic of
multiple-valued argumentation in the sense that it allows us
to specify various types of truth values depending on application domains and to deal with uncertain arguments under
the specified truth values. Furthermore, LMA is notable for
allowing us to deal with culturally unique arguments, that
is, not only logos-oriented arguments in the West, but also
tetralemma-oriented ones in the East [8].
In this paper, with these in the background, we address
ourselves to realizing the following scenario, complimentarily taking into account both formal advantages of LMA
and natural advantages of Araucaria.
1. Analyze and diagrammatize natural arguments with
Araucaria.
2. Extract knowledge (rules and facts) from those diagrammatized arguments, and construct formal arguments in EALP automatically for each agents participating in argumentation.
3. Argue about an issue and decide the argument status
with the dialectical proof theory of LMA.
The paper is organized as follows. In the succeeding two
sections, we outline Araucaria, and EALP and LMA for
preliminaries. In Section 4, we describe the transformation
method of natural arguments analyzed in Araucaria to formal arguments in EALP, along with a moderately complicated but convincing argument example. Section 5 includes
concluding remarks and future work.

2. Outline of Araucaria
Araucaria has many unique features for analyzing and diagramming natural and informal arguments in the real world
[6]. Here we describe only the features that are most useful
and essential in transforming natural arguments to formal
ones in EALP. Conceptually, the both systems share some
important notions or components but in a different manner.
They are:
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Uncertainty
Argument evaluation
Ownership of arguments
Argument schemes
Enthymemes.
Araucaria and LMA see ‘uncertainty’ in knowledge and
reasoning from scratch, and therefore take into account it in
their design philosophy.
In evaluating arguments, Araucaria allows to indicate to
an argument such a linguistic expression ‘good’ or ‘bad’,
‘strong’ or ‘weak’ as can be seen in fuzzy logic, or to indicate to the claims or the relationships between claims real
values between 0 and 1 corresponding to probabilities, or
‘+’, ‘?’, ‘-’ in three-valued logic, and so on. The diversity
of truth values in LMA [7] can easily admit those varieties
of truth values in Araucaria. But it should be noted that they
are supposed to be dealt with only by embedding them to a
certain complete lattice of truth values.
Araucaria allows premises, conclusions and arguments
to have their ownership that represents which speaker is associated with them. This apparatus is convenient to LMA
since in argument-based agent systems, each agent has its
own knowledge base separately, and puts forward its arguments and counter-arguments in the argumentative dialogue.
Araucaria has, as its unique and powerful apparatus, argumentation schemes which are forms of arguments (structure of inference) representing common types of argumentation (such as stereotypical non-deductive, non-inductive or
abductive or presumptive patterns of reasoning). In EALP
and LMA, they turn out to be transformed into a form of
logic programming, EALP whatever they are.
In natural arguments, premises (major or minor) are left
implicit or tacit (such arguments usually called enthymemes
(truncated syllogism)). Araucaria allows for such an incomplete reasoning and simultaneously has a function complementing missing premises. Once they are supplied to make
a complete argument, it can be easily transformed to one in
LMA.
To say one, the feature unique only to Araucaria is AML
(Argument Markup Language). This is to distribute, share
and reuse DB of arguments. But LMA has no counterpart
for it at the moment.
These many relevancy based on the similarities and idiosyncrasies between Araucaria and LMA allow for the
transformation from Araucaria to EALP/LMA described
below.

3. Outline of EALP and LMA
EALP (Extended Annotated Logic Programming) is an
expressive logic programming language we extended for argumentation by incorporating default negation in Generalized Annotated Logic Programming by Kifer and Subrahmanian [2]. EALP has two kinds of explicit negation: Epistemic Explicit Negation ‘’ and Ontological Explicit Negation ‘’, and the default negation ‘not’. They are supposed
to yield a momentum or driving force for argumentation or
dialogue in LMA below. The basic language constituents
are literals with truth-values or epistemic states of agents
explicitly annotated. The structure of truth-values is required to be a complete lattice so that the paraconsistency of
an agent’s knowledge base is guaranteed under the idealsbased semantics [9].
LMA is A Logic of Multiple-valued Argumentation constructed on top of EALP. LMA allows agents to construct arguments under uncertain knowledge in EALP and to argue
with other agents on uncertain issues in the open networked
heterogeneous environment.
The most primary concern of this logic is the rebuttal relation among arguments, which is to be induced by those
notions of negation. The rebuttal relation for two-valued argument models is most simple, so that it naturally appears
between the contradictory propositions of the form and
 . In case of multiple-valued argumentation based on
EALP, much complication gets involved into the rebuttal
relation to be defined with the concepts of negation. One of
the questions arising from multiple-valuedness is, for example, how a literal with truth-value  confronts with a literal
with truth-value  in the involvement with negation. LMA
has a reasonable answer to it in its argumentation framework with an argumentation semantics proper to EALPbased argumentation under uncertainty (see [9] for the details). We have soundness and completeness for LMA under
the fixpoint semantics based on the acceptability of arguments and the dialectical proof theory [9].
As we can specify truth values every application domain
that has its own proper uncertainty in EALP, such diversity
of truth values brings us an extensive applicability of LMA.
In what follows, we will illustrate how uncertain arguments
proceed in LMA using a simple argument with a somewhat
deviant use of truth values, without involving in lengthy definitions.
Example1(Job schedule management) Let us consider an
argumentation about the monthly job schedule management. Here we use an unconventional complete lattice of
truth values which is the power set        of the set
of the monthly dates, with the order of set inclusion. Then
an annotated atom     , for example, reads
“Agent works on the 5th and the 6th”. It asserts that the
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proposition   is true only in a certain time interval.
      reads “Agent does not work on the 5th
and the 6th”. We define the epistemic explicit negation so as
to be       and         as like in
GAP [2], and thus      reads “Agent works
on every day except the 5th and the 6th”. The difference and
significance between the ontological and epistemic explicit
negations is obvious. Under this complete lattice of truth
values, we consider
 
    ,
where the knowledge base
of each agent is, in EALP,

          
   
      
    
       


          
   
            
    
        


        
        


     
     
.
,
,  and  stand for knowledge bases of
a manager agent , employee agents ,  and a subcontractor agent  respectively. Agent ’s argument which has the
conclusion     (the project should finish on the 6th) is justified by the dialectical proof theory as
shown in Figure 1.
P Agent m
finish(project):{6}
arrive(component):{5}

O Agent o

Defeat

work(a):{3, 4, 5}

~arrive(component):{5}
not pay(upcharge):{}

P Agent m

Strictly
undercut

pay(upcharge):{8}

Defeat

O Agent a

~work(a):{5}
not work(b):{5}

P Agent b

holiday:{5, 6, ...}
Strictly
undercut

¬work(b):{12, 19, 26}

Figure 1. The winning dialogue tree in Example1.

In the winning dialogue tree, initially Agent  (P: Proponent) says “If a component will arrive on the 5th, and
Agent works on the 3th, the 4th and the 5th, then the
project will finish on the 6th”, whose formal argument is
constructed from its knowledge base
as
          
   
      
    
.
Then there are two places that can be attacked by the
other party (O: opponent). In the left branch of the dialogue
tree, Agent  defeats it as follows “I will be not able to bring
a component on the 5th if the additional charge is not paid”.
But Agent  strictly undercuts ’s argument by saying “I
will pay it to you on the 8th”. In the right branch of the
dialogue tree, for the first argument of Agent , Agent
(O: Opponent) also defeats by saying “The 5th is a holiday,
and if the coworker  does not work, I do not want to work
on the 5th”, whose formal argument is constructed from its
knowledge base
 as
          
   
        
.
This is a semantically correct argument since    
can be resolved upon         with the condition        in GAP and EALP. Agent can
put forward such a counter-argument since the conclusion
of Agent ’s argument      conflicts with the
second rule of Agent ,       . This is
due to the defeat (rebut) relation that   conflicts with
  each other provided that 
 or   in LMA.
In fact, Agent claims that it does not want to work on the
5th, but Agent  asserts that it works on    which is
a superset of .
However Agent  (P: Proponent) strictly undercuts this
Agent ’s argument by saying “I will work on days except
the 12th, 19th and the 26th”, whose formal argument is constructed from its knowledge base
 as
        .
This is equivalent to    ! , where ! 
           and hence can undercut the first
rule of Agent ’s counter-argument above. This is due to
the strict undercut relation that   can attack   
in one way provided that 
 in LMA. In fact, Agent 
claims that it works on the dates ! including , but Agent
asserts that it does not work on the date 5th.
There is not any further arguments at this stage of the
argumentative dialogue, and it finishes at the proponent’s
move. Consequently, the first argument of Agent  becomes justified.
The dialectical proof theory makes P and O put forward
arguments and counter-arguments alternatively in this man-
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ner. In the dialectical tree, the status of an argument is
defined to be justified if every possible dialogue sequence
(branch) ends at P’ move, overruled if the argument is defeated by a justified argument, and defensible if it is neither
justified nor overruled.

4. Transforming Argument Diagrams in Araucaria to EALP/LMA
In this section, we describe the overall story of converting natural arguments in Araucaria to formal arguments in
to EALP/LMA by using a moderately complicated but convincing argument example. It is an argument cited from [4]
that Galileo refutes Aristotle’s assertion that the heavier a
body is, the faster it falls to the ground.
Suppose that we have two bodies, a heavy one
called H and a light one called L. Under Aristotle’s assumption, H will fall faster than L. Now
suppose that H and L are joined together. ...Now
what happens? Well, L plus H is heavier than H
so by the initial assumption it should fall faster
than H alone. But in the joined body...L is lighter
and will act as a ’brake’ on H, and L plus H will
fall slower than H alone. Hence it follows from
the initial assumption that L plus H will fall both
faster and slower than H alone. Since this is absurd, the initial assumption must be false.
The transformation process consists of the five steps.
STEP 1: Analyze and diagrammatize natural arguments The natural argument above is analyzed and diagrammed by humans, as shown in Figure 2 with the various
drawing functions of Araucaria [6].
STEP 2: Complement missing premises (enthymeme) or
hidden schemes Syllogisms, premises or schemes as inference patterns are left implicit (or truncated) in natural arguments very often. In this step, those missing ones (called
enthymeme in Aristotle’s rhetoric) or schemes are complemented by humans. Figure 3 depicts a logically completed
argument complemented with missing premises that are enclosed by the dotted lines.
STEP 3: Define a complete lattice of truth values It is
necessary to specify a complete lattice as truth values in order to evaluate propositions and construct an EALP knowledge base. We can use the predefined complete lattice as
truth values or define it in terms of Prolog. For this argument example, we employ the well-known complete lattice
      "       " 
  "    "       as shown in Figure 4.
STEP 4: Extract predicates and annotate them with
the specified truth values From the argument diagrams in
STEP 2, we extract predicates associated with annotations

Figure 2. Galileo’s original argument.

as the truth values specified in STEP 3. Figure 5 is a resultant diagram in which the annotations as truth values are
represented in the bottom of the enclosed boxes.
STEP 5: Construct knowledge base in EALP Rules and
facts from annotated literals in the diagrams constructed in
STEP 4 are literally translated as follows:
sub-step 5-1: Construct literals From each vertex, extract a proposition symbol # and an annotation . And
transform them into a literal of the form of “#  ”.
sub-step 5-2: Construct rules in EALP From each
vertex representing a literal $ and its children literals
$½     $ (possibly   ), construct a rule of the form
of “$  $½    $ ” (simply “$ ” if   ). The exemplary argument diagram produces the following EALP
knowledge base
.



  

_    
 _  $  % %   
 _  $  % %    
 _  $  % %   
 _  $  % %   
 _  $  % %    
  $  % %   
 _   
  $  % %    
 _  $  % %       $ %   
  $ %      $ %   
 _   
 $ %    
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Figure 3. Galileo’s complemented argument.

f

t

Figure 4. The complete lattice of truth values,
.

In the same manner, the arguments by Aristotle is depicted as in Figure 6, where he asserts his belief from his
empirical observation. Here we make two more agent appear on the stage, who are a modern scientist having a firm
belief on verificationism and asserting that “He does not admit empirical facts because they have not been scientifically
verified”, and an agent with an Eastern mind, saying that
Easterners prefer a more holistic or dialectical argument like
this: “Aristotle is based on a belief that the physical object is
free from any influences of other contextual factors, which
is impossible in reality” [4]. The argument diagrams for
a modern scientist and an agent with an Eastern mind are
depicted in Figure 7, and Figure 8 respectively.
Those trees can be transformed to the following EALP
knowledge bases,
 of Aristotle,
 of a modern
scientist, and
of
an
Eastern
agent.




Figure 7. Argument by a modern scientist.

Figure 8. Argument by an agent with an Eastern mind.
Figure 5. Predicates extraction.
defensible.




Galileo
~aristotle_assumption:t <== fall_faster(L+H,H):top,
fall_faster(L+H,H):top <== fall_faster(L+H,H):t & fall_faster(L+H,H):f,
fall_faster(L+H,H):t <== heavier(L+H,H):t & not aristotle_assumption:f,
heavier(L+H,H):t <==,
fall_faster(L+H,H):f <== brake(L,H):t,
brake(L,H):t <== lighter(L,H):t & not aristotle_assumption:f,
lighter(L,H):t <==.

Figure 6. Argument by Aristotle.

Defeat


_    
   _ 













Figure 9. An argumentative dialogue tree in
LMA.



_     
 _  




_    
_" &   
_" &    





STEP 6: Argue about issues With the preparations done
so far, agents can get started on arguing about the issues in LMA. For the knowledge bases,
,  ,
 , and
 , the dialectical proof theory of LMA
can produce a dialogue tree as shown in Figure 9. Wherein,
Galileo’s argument is justified in LMA. Also, it is obvious
that Aristotle’s argument is overruled, a modern scientist’s
ones is justified as well, and an Eastern agent’s one is still
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Strictly undercut
Modern scientist
~empirically_factual:t <== not scientifically_verified:t.

Eastern agent
~aristotle_assumption:t <== distrust_decontextualization:t,
distrust_decontextualization:t <==.



 



Defeat
Aristotle
aristotle_assumption:t <== not ~empirically_factual:t.

It should be noted that STEP 1, 3 and 4 are not so easy
for the complete automation since they are a very creative
process in the transformation, STEP 2 may be partially automated, and STEP 5-6 are fully automated.
Example2 Let us consider another argument example cited
from AraucariaDB1 , the online repository of the analysed
arguments. The original source of the argument is The
Japan Times2 .
There have been no claims of responsibility for
the Bali bombings. But some of the methods used
1 http://araucaria.computing.dundee.ac.uk/search.php
2 http://www.japantimes.co.jp/

in the blasts indicate that they are the work of an
international terrorist group, not just local Islamic
radicals. For example, the bomb used in the nightclub attack was reportedly made from a military
plastic explosive similar to the one used in the attack on the USS Cole in Yemen two years ago.
Within this argument, “the bomb used ... two years ago”
stands for the premise of “they are the ... local Islamic radicals”. Figure 10 depicts a diagram of this direct argument.

Figure 11. The diagram complemented with
missing premises.

Figure 10. A direct diagram.
However, there are several propositions missing between
the lines of the argument and being necessary to make the
diagram logically more plausible. For example, “the bomb
used ... two years ago” follows “the attack in Yemen and the
attack in Bali were carried out by the same terrorist group”
that in turn will follow “they are the ... local Islamic radicals”. Figure 11 shows a diagram with all the premises
complemented, which seem to be necessary.
Here we see nonmonotonic reasoning appearing in this
argument, which can be captured by associating with it argumentation schemes that feature largely in Araucaria [6].
Figure 12 shows the diagram with schemes appropriately
associated, which are Argument from the Sameness of
Meaning (If “A” means the same as “B” and A is true, then
B is true) and Argument to Common Cause (If A is similar to B , C caused A, and “If A is similar to B and C caused
A, then the similarity between A and B is caused by C’s
causing both A and B”, then C caused both A and B).
Thus the diagram exactly same as one stored in AraucariaDB has been obtained. To develop one like Figure 5
for this argument, it is necessary to incorporate schemes
associated with a set of annotated literals and their relationships in the diagram as a node, as shown in Figure
13. For this example, we (i) used the usual two-valued
truth values, but with such a complete lattice structure as
       such that    that amounts to a
specialization of LMA to two-valuedness, and (ii) deleted
a particular proposition which doesn’t represent a fact but
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a rule, because rules are to be represented as relationships
between propositions, that is, edges of the diagram.
The EALP knowledge base is constructed from this completed argument diagram as follows.




  __  __
     ___
_ _      _
_  __'   _
_     _   _
__     
 ___ _ _
    
 __  __' 
 __      _
_(_(      _
__  ___'   
 __ ___
'   
 __(_(    
  ___  ___
'    
 __ ___
'    
 _   ___
      






Figure 13. A completed argument diagram.
be to address to the question of specifying the class of natural arguments that can be automatically transformed to formal arguments in LMA.
Figure 12. Complementing the diagram with
schemes.

5. Concluding Remarks and Future Work
We have proposed a semi-automated method to transform natural arguments in Araucaria to formal arguments in
LMA, based on the compatibility and complementarity that
these two systems share reciprocally. This makes it easier
for users of LMA to prepare knowledge base in EALP since
they can think about the knowledge base and arguments in
natural language when they want to entrust the argument
on a certain issue to the agents as their avatars. For Araucaria users, LMA tells the argument status automatically.
The most important features that have made it possible to
combine these two systems with an inherently different design philosophy are summarized as (i) enthymemes (truncated syllogism) and its function complementing missing
premises that Araucaria has, and (ii) the flexibility of evaluating arguments with user-defined truth values according
to uncertainty proper to application domains. In fact, we
showed that such a diversity of truth values in LMA [7] allowed for an extensive applicability of it through two considerably practical argument examples. Now it may be fair
to say that the collaborative system of Araucaria and LMA
is tenable to practical applicability.
In this paper, we have not clearly specified the class or
fragment of natural arguments that can be well transformed
to formal arguments in LMA. That is, our semi-automated
transformation method is supposed to be able to rely on
users’ indications if need be. Our next step, therefore, will
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